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Abstract—In this paper, bilateral teleoperation of multiple
slaves coupled to a single master under scheduling communica-
tion is investigated. The sampled-data transmission between the
master and the multiple slaves is fulfilled over a delayed commu-
nication network, and at each sampling instant, only one slave
is allowed to transmit its current information to the master side
according to some scheduling protocols. To achieve the master-
slave synchronization, Round-Robin scheduling protocol and Try-
Once-Discard scheduling protocol are employed, respectively.
By designing a scheduling-communication-based controller, some
sufficient stability criteria related to the controller gain matrices,
sampling intervals, and communication delays are obtained
for the closed-loop teleoperation system under Round-Robin
and Try-Once-Discard scheduling protocols, respectively. Finally,
simulation studies are given to validate the effectiveness of the
proposed results.
Index Terms—time-delay systems, teleoperation, robots,
scheduling communication
I. INTRODUCTION
B ILATERAL teleoperation systems which allow humanoperators to extend their intelligence and manipulation
skills to remote environments are widely used in applications
such as telesurgery, space exploration, nuclear operation, un-
derwater exploration [1]. A typical bilateral teleoperation sys-
tem with a configuration of single-master-single-slave (SMSS)
involves two robots which exchange position, velocity and/or
haptic information through a networked communication chan-
nel. However, for some complex tasks, teleoperation of one
slave robot may fail in completing such tasks where multiple
manipulators in cooperation are required. Hence, teleoperation
of multiple slave robots has emerged to cope with a new set of
applications incompatible with SMSS configurations [2], [3],
[4]. Teleoperation of multiple slaves can complete multiple
tasks in a shorter time, covering large-scale areas, and with
the ability to adapt to single point failures more easily, and
hence effectively encompass a broader range of surveillance
tasks, military operations, and rescue missions, and so on [5].
Teleoperation of multiple slaves can be manipulated by one
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human operator through one master, or by multiple human
operators through multiple masters. In this paper, we restrict
our attention to the former one, that is, teleoperation systems
with single-master-multiple-slaves (SMMS) configurations.
It should be noted that due to the distance of teleoperation,
communication time delays are inevitable. The classical ap-
proaches to deal with delayed bilateral teleoperation systems
are passivity-based approaches [6], which are mostly based
on scattering theory [7] and wave variable formalism [8].
Some other passivity-based controllers relying on damping
injection [9], and adaptive control [10], [11] were also de-
veloped recently. For the passivity-based control methods, the
assumption that both of the human operator and the environ-
ment be passive was imposed and thus it is restrictive. To
remove the passivity assumption about external forces, input-
to-state stability/input-to-output stability (ISS/IOS) theory is
introduced into the control design and stability analysis of
teleoperation systems. By applying ISS/IOS theory, Polushin
et. al. [12], [13] firstly designed PD-based controllers for tele-
operation systems, and proved the stability of the closed-loop
system with communication delays by constructing two input-
to-state stable subsystems. However, in [12], [13] the positions
of the master and the slave will exactly converge to the origin,
which, however, should not be expected in applications of tele-
operation systems. In other words, position synchronization
between the master and the slave robots are expected, which
do not necessarily imply that the positions should converge
to the origin. To overcome this limitation, Zhai et. al. [14]
investigated a new IOS framework based on state-independent
IOS for nonlinear teleoperation systems with asymmetric time-
varying delays, where a switched filter-based control method
was developed. Some other advanced control strategies like
predictive control [15], optimal control [16], [17], intelligent
control based on fuzzy logic [18], [19] or neural networks
[20], [21], [22], prescribed-performance-based control [23],
[24], etc., have also been developed to deal with other various
aspects of teleoperation systems with delays, such as finite-
time stability [25], [23], guaranteed synchronization perfor-
mance [16], [23], [24], [26], input saturation [27], [28], [29],
model uncertainties [30], [31], brain-machine-interface-based
teleoperation [32]. However, most of these results are for
SMSS teleoperation systems. Some but very limited ones
considered teleoperation systems with SMMS or multiple-
masters-multiple-slaves (MMMS) configurations. Sirouspour
[33] firstly studied the problem of MMMS teleoperation,
while communication delays were neglected. Based on two-
subsystems-decomposition method, [34] investigated adaptive
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neural network control for SMMS teleoperation systems with
time delays and input dead-zone uncertainties. [35] addressed
fuzzy control of MMMS with asymmetric time-varying delays
and model uncertainties.
Like many works on networked systems [36], [37], [38],
communication bandwidth limitation should not be neglected
in system design and synthesis. In many SMMS teleoperation
systems with spatially distributed slaves, the output of multiple
slaves can not be transmitted to the master simultaneously be-
cause of bandwidth limitation in the communication network.
Thus, it is desirable to stipulate that there can be only a limited
number of communication slaves to access the network at the
same time. Actually, in many practical cases, the communica-
tion is orchestrated by a scheduling rule called a protocol,
by which the network sources can be properly scheduled.
Specifically, in some practical teleoperation systems, only one
sensing node (master or slave) is allowed to transmit its data
over the communication network at a time, even though there
are lots of nodes in the considered systems. However, to the
best knowledge of the authors, very few works consider this
limitation for teleoperation systems.
Along with another line, one commonly used assumption
in teleoperation design is that the data transmission between
the master(s) and the slave(s) is continuous in time, which
is very restrictive in real applications. The continuous-time
information exchanges are quite energy-consuming since the
communication channels are always occupied in high fre-
quencies [39], [40], and thus, this will increase the design
and implementation cost as well. In fact, communications are
likely to occur over a digital network in practice, such that
the information is exchanged at discrete time intervals. Thus
it is desirable to provide new results for teleoperation systems
with discrete-time data transmission.
Motivated by the aforementioned observations, this paper
aims to solve the synchronization problem for a class of
SMMS teleoperation systems under scheduling communi-
cation with discrete-time information exchanges and time-
varying communication delays. Thus, the existing continuous-
time controller and stability criteria for teleoperation systems
are inapplicable for solving the considered problem. At each
sampling instant, only one slave is allowed to transmit its
current information to the master side over communication
network. The data transmission through the communication
channel is discrete, and thus the transmitted signals are kept
constant during the sampling period. An explicit expression
of the designed controller is given. Only the samples of
the position variables of the remote manipulators at discrete
time instants are needed, and thus the amount of transmitted
synchronization information greatly reduces and the efficiency
of bandwidth usage increases. This makes the tracking of
teleoperation systems more efficient and useful in real-life
applications. Two kinds of scheduling protocols, i.e., Round-
Robin (RR) scheduling protocol and Try-Once-Discard (TOD)
scheduling protocol, are provided and employed. By construct-
ing Lyapunov-Krasovskii functionals, some efficient stability
criteria in terms of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) are
obtained for the closed-loop SMMS teleoperation systems
under scheduling communication network.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The problem
formulation and some preliminaries are given in Section II.
Controllers for SMMS teleoperation systems with scheduling
network and the stability analysis for the closed-loop system
under RR and TOD scheduling protocols, respectively, are pro-
vided in Section III. Then, some simulation results are given
in Section IV for illustration. Finally, Section V concludes the
paper.
Notations: Throughout this paper, the superscript T stands
for matrix transposition. Rn denotes the n-dimensional Eu-
clidean space with vector norm | · |, Rn×m is the set of
all n × m real matrices. ∗ represents a block matrix which
is readily referred by symmetry. N represents the set of
non-negative integers while N+ is the set of positive in-
tegers. λmin(M) and λmax(M) denote the maximum and
the minimum eigenvalue of matrix M = MT ∈ Rn×n,
respectively. For any function f : [0,∞)→ Rn, the L∞-norm
is defined as ‖f‖∞ := supt≥0 |f(t)|, and the square of the
L2-norm as ‖f‖22 :=
∫∞
0
|f(t)|2dt. The L∞ and L2 spaces
are defined as the sets {f : [0,∞) → Rn, ‖f‖∞ < ∞} and
{f : [0,∞)→ Rn, ‖f‖2 <∞}, respectively.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PRELIMINARIES
This paper is concerned with bilateral teleoperation con-
trol of multiple manipulators by a master manipulator over
scheduling communication as shown in Fig. 1. The dynamics
of the SMMS teleoperation system consisting of a single n-
degree of freedom (DOF) master manipulator and N (N ≥ 2)
n-DOF coordinated slave manipulators can be described as
follows:
Mm(qm)q¨m+Cm(qm, q˙m)q˙m+Gm(qm)=fm+τm, (1)
Ms1(qs1)¨qs1 + Cs1(qs1, q˙s1)q˙s1 +Gs1(qs1)= fs1 + τs1,
...
Msi(qsi)q¨si+Csi(qsi, q˙si)q˙si+Gsi(qsi)=fsi+τsi,
...
MsN(qsN)¨qsN+CsN(qsN,q˙sN)q˙sN+GsN(qsN)=fsN+τsN

(2)
where qm/qsi, q˙m/q˙si, q¨m/q¨si ∈ Rn are the joint positions,
velocities and acceleration measurements of the master/i-th
slave devices with i = 1, ..., N , respectively. Mm,Msi repre-
sent mass matrices, Cm(qm, q˙m), Csi(qi, q˙si) embody Coriolis
and centrifugal effects. τm, τsi are the control forces, and
finally fm, fsi are external forces applied to the manipulators.
Each robot in (1) and (2) possess the structural property of
robotic systems, i.e., the following properties [6], [41] with
j = m, s1, s2, ...sN , respectively:
P1. The inertia matrix Mj(qj) is a symmetric positive-
definite function and is lower and upper bounded. i.e.,
0 < λmj I ≤ Mj(qj) ≤ λMj I < ∞, where λmj , λMj are
positive scalars.
P2. The matrix M˙j(qj)− 2Cj(qj , q˙j) is skew symmetric.
P3. For all qj , x, y ∈ Rn, there exists a positive scalar ci
such that |Ci(qj , x)y| ≤ cj |x||y|.
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Fig. 1: Diagram of single-master-multiple-slaves teleoperation
system.
P4. If q¨j and q˙j are bounded, the time derivative of
Cj(qj , q˙j) is bounded.
It is assumed that the data is transmitted from the master
to the slaves and from the slaves to the master over delayed
communication with variable and symmetric delays, but only
the data of one manipulator can be transmitted from the local
side to the remote side at one time due to the bandwidth
limitation of the communication network. Thus the backward
communication channel is orchestrated by a scheduling rule
called a protocol. This framework is described in Fig. 2.
Human 
Operator Master
Master 
Controller Scheduling 
Comm.
Slave Robot 1
…
Environment 1
Environment 2
Environment N
…
Slave Robot 1
Slave Robot N
Slave 
Controller
Delay
Delay
Fig. 2: Framework of single-master-multiple-slaves teleopera-
tion system with scheduling communication.
Suppose the sampling at the master and at the slaves are
synchronous, and the sampling instants sk, k = 0, 1, 2, ..., are
a sequence of monotonously increasing constants and satisfy
s0 = 0, sk < sk+1 for k ∈ N and limk→∞ sk = +∞.
At each sampling instant sk, only the sensors at one slave
robot are allowed to transmit the sensed information over
the communication network according to some scheduling
protocols. Denote by Tk the time needed to transmit the
sampling data at the instant sk to the remote side. As depicted
in Fig. 2, the master’s output is sampled at time instant sk,
this sampled information reaches the slave side and updates
the Zero-Order Hold (ZOH) at time instant tk = sk + Tk.
Similarly, if the output of one of the slaves is sampled at time
instant sk, this information updates the ZOH in the master
side at time instant tk = sk + Tk. The sampling intervals
and communication delays are assumed to have certain bounds
which are precisely stated in Assumption 1.
Assumption 1. There exist positive constants MATI and
MAD such that the sampling intervals and communication
delays Tk hold for all k ∈ N:
1) sk+1 − sk ≤MATI ,
2) 0 ≤ Tk ≤MAD.
Note that in Assumption 1 the communication delays are not
required to be small with Tk < sk+1−sk. As in [38] and [42],
we allow the communication delays to be non-small provided
that the old sample cannot get to the remote side after the most
recent one. The time span between the instant tk+1 and the
current sampling instant sk is bounded with tk+1− tk +Tk ≤
MATI +MAD.
Remark 2. Note that in this paper we assume that the
signals are transmitted only at each sampling instants, thus the
communication delays can be depicted as piecewise-constant
functions. This assumption implies discrete-time information
exchange between the master and the slaves, which is quite
different from the previous works. Discrete-time information
exchange would improve the communication efficiency and is
energy-saving since the communication channel is not required
to be occupied in high frequencies. Furthermore, discrete-time
information exchange is more practical in real applications.
Remark 3. Actually, the range of communication delays may
vary in an interval with non-zero lower bound in practice.
In this paper, for simplification of analysis, we assume that
the lower bound of the communication delays is zero. Our
results can be easily extended to the case with non-zero lower
bounded delays. Some studies for interval communication
delays can be found in [43], [44].
For the SMMS teleoperation system (1-2), we assume that
the slave robots must maintain a distance and orientation from
the formation’s geometric center at all time. Denote by γi for
the i-th robot’s distance from the formation’s center q¯s(t) :=
(1/N)
∑N
i=1 qsi(t), we assume γi(t) = γi and γ˙(t) = 0 for
all t ≥ 0. Furthermore, we assume that
γi(t) 6= γj(t),∀i 6= j,
N∑
i=1
γi(t) = 0.
This paper aims to offer a stable bilateral control framework
that guarantees master-slaves synchronization under schedul-
ing communication. In summary, two control objectives are
provided:
1) Position synchronization with coordinated motion be-
tween the master and the slaves should be achieved:
the slave robots follow the master’s command while
maintaining a relative distance γi with respect to the
formation’s center at all the time, q¯s → qm, qsi →
qm + γi. In other words, the position errors sastify
ei := qm − (qsi − γi)→ 0, e¯ := qm − q¯s → 0.
2) Force tracking between the master and the slaves should
be guaranteed, that is, the contribution of environmental
forces should be reflected to the operator under steady-
state conditions, i.e., fm = − 1N
∑N
i=1 fsi := −f¯s.
III. CONTROLLER DESIGN AND STABILITY ANALYSIS
Suppose that the positions and velocities of the master
and the slaves are available for measurement. In this paper,
we allow only the positions of the local manipulators to be
transmitted to the remote side. Since only one slave’s position
is scheduled to be active to update with the current information
qsi(sk) at each sampling instant sk, the updating law of the
most recently received position information qˆsi(sk) at the
master side is given as follows:
qˆsi(sk) =
{
qsi(sk), i = i
∗
k
qˆsi(sk−1), i 6= i∗k,
(3)
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where i∗k ∈ {1, ..., N} is the active scheduled slave at the sam-
pling instant sk and will be determined by some scheduling
protocols provided later.
As described earlier in Section II, we suppose that the
control inputs from the remote side of the teleoperation system
are generated by ZOH devices, and the controllers and the
ZOH devices update their outputs as soon as they receive the
new data, then for t ∈ [tk, tk+1), the P+d-like controllers are
proposed as follows:
τm(t)=− 1
N
[
N∑
i=1
Kpi(qm(t)−qˆsi(sk))+Kdi q˙m(t)]+Gm(qm), (4)
τsi(t)=−Kpi (qˇsi(t)− qˆm(sk))−Kdi q˙si(t) +Gsi(qsi), (5)
where qˆm(sk) = qm(sk), qˆsi is provided in (3), qˇsi(t) =
qsi(t) − γi(t), 0 < Kpi ∈ Rn×n, 0 < Kdi ∈ Rn×n,
i ∈ {1, ..., N}.
Remark 4. Note that in (4-5) only the position sampling
signals need to be transmitted to the remote side through
the communication channel. Thus the amount of transmitted
synchronization information greatly reduces and the efficiency
of bandwidth usage increases, which makes the teleoperation
systems more efficient and useful in applications.
In the following, the stability analysis of the teleoperation
system (1-2) under the control (4-5) is provided. Specifically,
the teleoperation system under RR and TOD protocols is
studied, respectively.
A. RR protocol
Under RR scheduling protocol, the measurements of the
slaves are transmitted one after another periodically, that is,
for each k ∈ N+, the active slave to access the communication
network shall satisfy
i∗k = i
∗
k+N (6)
while repeating of the active node index within a circulation
is prohibited, that is
i∗p 6= i∗q , 0 < p < q ≤ N. (7)
Thus, for i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}, the master side qˆsi is represented
as
qˆsi(sk) = qsi(sk−j), j ∈ {0, 1, ..., N − 1}.
According to the time-delay approach [39], denote dsi(t) =
t− sk−j , t ∈ [tk, tk+1) for an arbitrary given k ∈ N, we have
0 ≤ dsi(t) ≤ tk+1 − sk−j
= sk+1 + Tk+1 − sk−j
≤ N ·MATI +MAD , hS .
Therefore, when all the measurements are transmitted at least
once, i.e., for t ≥ tN−1, the master controller (4) under RR
protocol (6-7) can be represented as
τm(t) = − 1
N
N∑
i=1
Kpi (qm(t)− qsi(t− dsi(t)))
− 1
N
N∑
i=1
Kdi q˙m(t) +Gm(qm(t)), t ≥ tN−1.(8)
Similarly, the slave controller (5) under RR protocol (6-7)
can be rewritten by denoting dm(t) = t− sk:
τsi(t) = −Kpi (qˇsi(t)− qm(t− dm(t)))−Kdi q˙si(t)
+Gsi(qsi(t)), t ≥ tN−1, i = 1, ..., N, (9)
where 0 ≤ dm(t) ≤MATI +MAD , hM < hS .
Substituting (8-9) into (1-2), we obtain the closed-loop tele-
operation system with the following dynamics for t ≥ tN−1:

fm(t)=Mm(qm(t))q¨m(t)+Cm(qm(t), q˙m(t))q˙m(t)
+
1
N
N∑
i=1
[Kpi(qm(t)−qsi(t−dsi(t)))+Kdi q˙m(t)],
fsi(t)=Msi(qsi(t))q¨si(t)+Csi(qsi(t), q˙si(t))q˙si(t)
+Kdi q˙si(t)+K
p
i (qˇsi(t)−qm(t−dm(t))),
(10)
where dsi ∈ [0, hS ], dm ∈ [0, hM ]. The ini-
tial condition for (10) has the form of x(t) =
col{qm, q˙m, qˇs1, q˙s1, ..., qˇsN , q˙sN} = ϕ(t), t ∈ [−hS , 0],
ϕ(0) = x0. The following theorem summaries the main results
for the stability of the closed-loop system (10) under RR
scheduling protocol (6-7).
Theorem 5. Consider the closed-loop teleoperation system
(10) with the RR scheduling protocol (6-7). If there exist 0 <
Rm ∈ Rn×n, 0 < Rsi ∈ Rn×n, i = 1, ..., N such that the
following LMIs
Πi=

Π1i 0 0 −Kpi
∗ Π2i −Kpi 0
∗ ∗ −h−1M Rm 0
∗ ∗ ∗ −h−1S Rsi
<0 (11)
with Π1i = −2Kdi + hMRm,Π2i = −2Kdi + hSRsi are
satisfied, then the following claims hold:
1) if the SMMS teleoperation system (1-2) is in free motion,
that is, fm(t) = fsi(t) ≡ 0, i = 1, 2, .., N , then all
the signals are bounded for t ≥ tN−1 and the posi-
tion coordination errors, and velocities asymptotically
converge to zero, that is, limt→∞ qm(t) − qˇsi(t) =
limt→∞ q˙m(t) = limt→∞ q˙si(t) = 0, i = 1, 2, ..., N ,
which implies that qm → q¯s and qsi → qm + γi as
t→∞.
2) if fm ∈ L∞, fsi ∈ L∞, then q˙m(t), q˙si(t) ∈ L∞ for all
t ≥ tN−1.
3) if fm ∈ L2, fsi ∈ L2, then all the signals are bounded
for all t ≥ tN−1, and limt→∞ qm(t) − qˇsi(t) =
limt→∞ q˙m(t) = limt→∞ q˙si(t) = 0, which implies that
qm → q¯s and qsi → qm + γi as t→∞.
4) the force tracking is guaranteed as the teleoperation
system is in steady-state, i.e., fm = −f¯s.
Proof. To develop the stability condition for the closed-loop
system (10) under RR protocol (6-7), we use the following
Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional for t ≥ tN−1:
V (t) = V1(t) + V2(t) + V3(t), (12)
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where
V1(t) = Nq˙
T
m(t)Mm(qm(t))q˙m(t)
+
N∑
i=1
q˙Tsi(t)Msi(qsi(t))q˙si(t),
V2(t) =
N∑
i=1
(qm(t)− qˇsi(t))TKpi (qm(t)− qˇsi(t)),
V3(t) = N
∫ 0
−hM
∫ t
t+θ
q˙Tm(δ)Rmq˙m(δ)dδdθ
+
N∑
i=1
∫ 0
−hS
∫ t
t+θ
q˙Tsi(δ)Rsiq˙si(δ)dδdθ.
The derivative of V along with the trajectory of system (10)
for t ≥ tN−1 is V˙ (t) =
∑3
i=1 V˙i(t) with
V˙1(t) = 2Nq˙
T
m(t)fm(t)− 2
N∑
i=1
q˙Tm(t)K
d
i q˙m(t)
+
N∑
i=1
[2q˙Tsi(t)fsi(t)− 2q˙Tsi(t)Kdi q˙si(t)]
− 2
N∑
i=1
q˙TmK
p
i (qm(t)− qˇsi(t− dsi(t)))
− 2
N∑
i=1
q˙TsiK
p
i (qˇsi(t)− qm(t− dm(t))),
V˙2(t) = 2
N∑
i=1
(qm(t)− qˇsi(t))TKpi (q˙m(t)− ˙ˇqsi(t))
= 2
N∑
i=1
(qm(t)− qˇsi(t))TKpi (q˙m(t)− q˙si(t)),
V˙3(t) ≤ NhM q˙TmRmq˙m +
N∑
i=1
hS q˙
T
siRsiq˙si
−Nh−1M
∫ t
t−dm(t)
q˙Tm(δ)dδRm
∫ t
t−dm(t)
q˙m(δ)dδ
− h−1S
N∑
i=1
∫ t
t−dsi(t)
q˙Tsi(δ)dδRsi
∫ t
t−dsi(t)
q˙si(δ)dδ.
Note that
qm(t)−qˇsi(t−dsi(t))=qm(t)−qˇsi(t)+
∫ t
t−dsi(t)
q˙si(δ)dδ (13)
and
qˇsi(t)−qm(t−dm(t)) = qˇsi(t)−qm(t)+
∫ t
t−dm(t)
q˙m(δ)dδ, (14)
and hence one has
V˙(t)≤2Nq˙mT (t)fm(t)+
N∑
i=1
[2q˙si
T(t)fsi(t)+χi(t)
TΠiχi(t)], (15)
where Πi is given in (11) and
χi=col{q˙m, q˙si,
∫ t
t−dm(t)
q˙m(s)ds,
∫ t
t−dsi(t)
q˙si(s)ds}. (16)
We first consider the case that fm(t) = fsi(t) ≡ 0 for
i = 1, ..., N . The LMIs (11) yield V˙ (t) ≤ 0, t ≥ tN−1, which
implies that for t ≥ tN−1, V (t) ≤ V (tN−1). Furthermore, by
(15), we have
V˙ (t)≤
N∑
i=1
χi(t)
TΠiχi(t) ≤−
N∑
i=1
δi|χi(t)|2, t ≥ tN−1 (17)
where δi = −λmax(Πi), then integrating both sides of (17)
from tN−1 to t, we have
V (t) ≤ V (tN−1)−
N∑
i=1
δi
∫ t
tN−1
|χi(s)|2ds. (18)
Clearly, χi(t) ∈ L2 and V (t) ∈ L∞ for all t ≥ tN−1 and
thus q˙m(t), q˙si(t) ∈ L2 for all t ≥ tN−1. The fact that
V is radially unbounded with respect to qm − qˇsi, q˙m, q˙si
shows that qm(t) − qˇsi, q˙m(t), q˙si(t) ∈ L∞ for t ≥ tN−1.
Now by (13) and (14), the closed-loop dynamics (10) and
Properties P1-P4, we know that q¨m(t), q¨si(t) ∈ L∞, t ≥
tN−1, i = 1, ..., N . Thus by Barbalat’s Lemma, we have
limt→∞ q˙m(t) = q˙si(t) = 0. Furthermore, by (10), one has
that for any t ≥ tN−1,
...
qm(t) =− dM
−1
m (qm(t))
dt
[
1
N
N∑
i=1
Kpi (qm(t)− qˆsi(sk))
+
1
N
N∑
i=1
Kdi q˙m(t) + Cm(qm(t), q˙m(t))q˙m(t)]
−M−1m (qm(t))[C˙m(qm(t), q˙m(t))q˙m(t)
+ Cm(qm(t), q˙m(t))q¨m(t) +
1
N
N∑
i=1
Kdi q¨m(t)
+
1
N
N∑
i=1
Kpi q˙m(t)],
...
q si(t) =− dM
−1
si (qsi(t))
dt
[(Kpi (qsi(t)− qm(t− dm(t)))
+Kdi q˙si(t)) + Csi(qsi(t), q˙si(t))q˙si(t)]
−M−1si (qsi(t))[C˙si(qsi(t), q˙si(t))q˙si(t)
+ Csi(qsi(t), q˙si(t))q¨si(t) +K
d
i q¨si(t) +K
p
i q˙si(t)],
i =1, ..., N,
thus
...
qm(t),
...
q si(t) ∈ L∞ for t ≥ tN−1 since
q˙m, q¨m, q˙si, q¨si ∈ L∞ for t ≥ tN−1. Thus limt→∞ q¨m(t) =
q¨si(t) = 0 by Barbalat’s Lemma. Now by (10), it can be
established that |qm(t) − qˇsi(t − dsi(t))|, |qˇsi(t) − qm(t −
dm(t))| → 0 as t → 0, and thus by (13) and (14), we have
|qm(t)− qˇsi(t)| → 0 as t→∞.
If fm, fsi ∈ L∞, that is, there exist positive constants
∆m,∆si such that |fm(t)| ≤ ∆m, |fsi(t)| ≤ ∆si, then the
derivative of the Lyapunov functional (12) is given by
V˙ (t)≤
N∑
i=1
−δi
2
|χi(t)|2+2
δi
(|fm(t)|2+|fsi(t)|2), t≥ tN−1. (19)
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Integrating both sides of (19) from tN−1 to t, we have
V (t) ≤−
N∑
i=1
∫ t
tN−1
(
δi
2
|χi(s)|2− 2
δi
(|fm(s)|2+|fsi(s)|2))ds,
+ V (tN−1), t ≥ tN−1. (20)
For all |χi(s)| > 2δi
√
(∆2m + ∆
2
si), s ∈ [tN−1, t), one has
σi(|q˙m(t)|2 + |q˙si(t)|2 + |qm − qˇsi|2) ≤ V (t) ≤ V (tN−1),
which yields that q˙m, q˙si ∈ L∞, i = 1, 2, ..., N , where σi =
min{λmin(NMm(qm)), λmin(NMsi(qsi)), λmin(NKpi )}.
Thus, Claim 2 is established.
If fm, fsi ∈ L2, then (20) implies that
V (t) +
N∑
i=1
∫ t
tN−1
δi
2
|χi(s)|2ds
≤ 2
δi
N∑
i=1
(‖fm‖22 + ‖fsi‖22) + V (tN−1), t ≥ tN−1,
thus V (t) ∈ L∞,
∫ t
tN−1
|χi(s)|2ds ∈ L∞ for all t ≥ tN−1,
and then q˙m, q˙si, qm − qˇsi ∈ L∞ for t ≥ tN−1. Fur-
ther with
∫ t
tN−1
|q˙m(s)|2ds ≤
∫ t
tN−1
|χi(s)|2ds ∈ L∞ and∫ t
tN−1
|q˙si(s)|2ds ≤
∫ t
tN−1
|χi(s)|2ds ∈ L∞, i = 1, ..., N ,
thus by Barbalat’s Lemma, we have q˙m(t) → 0, q˙si(t) → 0
as t → ∞. Furthermore, by (13-14), we know that qm(t) −
qsi(t − dsi(t)), qsi(t) − qm(t − dm(t)) ∈ L∞ for t ≥ tN−1.
Now following the same line of reasoning in the last part of
the proof for Claim 1, the proof is completed using Barbalat’s
Lemma.
The proof of the last claim is obvious. Applying q˙m =
0, q˙si = 0 and q¨m = 0, q¨si = 0, i = 1, ..., N to the
closed-loop system dynamics (10), we have that fm(t) =
1
N
∑N
i=1K
p
i (qm(t) − qsi(t − dsi(t)) = 1N
∑N
i=1(−fsi(t)) =
−f¯s(t).
B. TOD protocol
In TOD protocol, the sensor node of the slave robot i ∈
{1, ..., N} with the greatest weighted error
ηi(t) = qˆsi(sk−1)− qsi(sk), i = 1, ..., N,
t ∈ [tk, tk+1), k ∈ N, qˆ(s−1) = 0, (21)
will be granted the access to the communication network.
Differently from RR scheduling protocol, TOD scheduling
protocol does not guarantee that each node will transmit once
every N transmissions.
Definition 6. (TOD Protocol). Let Qi > 0(i = 1, ..., N)
be some weighting matrices. At the sampling instant sk, the
weighted TOD protocol is a protocol for which the measure-
ments of the slave robot to be transmitted with the index i∗k is
defined as any index that satisfies
|
√
Qi∗kηi∗k(t)|2 ≥ |
√
Qiηi(t)|2,
t ∈ [tk, tk+1), k ∈ N, i = 1, ..., N. (22)
Here the weighting matrices Q1, ..., QN are variables to
be designed. Therefore, the master controller (4) under TOD
protocol can be represented as
τm(t) =− 1
N
[Kpi∗k
(qm(t)− qsi∗k(sk)) +
N∑
i=1
Kdi q˙m(t)
+
N∑
i=1,i6=i∗k
Kpi (qm(t)− qˆsi(sk−1))] +Gm(qm(t)),
t ∈ [tk, tk+1), k ∈ N. (23)
Denote
d(t) = t− sk, t ∈ [tk, tk+1), k ∈ N,
then
0 ≤ d(t) ≤MATI +MAD = hM . (24)
By time-delay approach, substituting (5) and (23) into (1-2),
one has the following dynamics:
fm(t)=Mm(qm(t))q¨m(t)+Cm(qm(t), q˙m(t))q˙m(t)
+
1
N
N∑
i=1
Kdi q˙m(t)−
1
N
N∑
i=1,i6=i∗k
Kpi ηi(t)
+
1
N
N∑
i=1
Kpi (qm(t)− qsi(t− d(t)),
fsi(t)=Msi(qsi(t))q¨si(t)+Csi(qsi(t), q˙si(t))q˙si(t)
+Kdi q˙si(t) +K
p
i (qˇsi(t)− qm(t− d(t)),
η˙i(t)=0, i = 1, ..., N, t ∈ [tk, tk+1), k ∈ N.
(25)
By (3), we obtain for i = i∗k ∈ {1, 2, ..., N},
ηi(tk+1) = qˆsi(sk)− qsi(sk+1) = qsi(sk)− qsi(sk+1), (26)
and for i 6= i∗k, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}
ηi(tk+1)= qˆsi(sk)−qsi(sk+1)=ηi(tk)+qsi(sk)−qsi(sk+1). (27)
Thus, following [42] the delayed reset system is given by
qsi(tk+1) = qsi(t
−
k+1)
ηi(tk+1) = [1− δ(i, i∗k)]ηi(tk) + qsi(sk)− qsi(sk+1)
k ∈ N, i = 1, 2, ..., N,
(28)
where δ is Kronecker delta. Summarizing (25-28) we obtain
the hybrid model of the closed-loop teleoperation system.
The initial condition for (25) and (28) has the form of
x(t) = [qTm(t), q˙
T
m(t), qˇ
T
s1(t), q˙
T
s1(t), ..., qˇ
T
sN (t), q˙
T
sN (t)]
T =
φ(t), t ∈ [−hM , 0], φ(0) = x0, and ηi(0) = −qsi(0), φ(t)
is a continuous function on [−hM , 0].
For the closed-loop model (25) and (28) we now consider
the following functional:
Ve(t) = V (t) + VG(t) +
N∑
i=1
ηTi (t)Qiηi(t) +We(t), (29)
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where V (t) is defined in (12) with hS replaced by hM and
We(t) =
N∑
i=1,i6=i∗k
tk − t
tk+1 − tk η
T
i (t)Uiηi(t), (30)
VG(t) =
N∑
i=1
hM
∫ t
sk
q˙Tsi(s)Giq˙si(s)ds. (31)
Here the term ηTi (t)Qiηi(t) ≡ ηTi (tk)Qiηi(tk), t ∈
[tk, tk+1), i = 1, 2, ..., N is piecewise-constant. V (t) repre-
sents a Lyapunov functional for teleoperation systems with
delay d(t) ∈ [0, hM ]. Following [45] where an exponential
form of VG has been introduced, the piecewise-continuous in
time term VG in (31) is used to cope with the delays in the
reset conditions:
VG(tk+1)− VG(t−k+1)
= hM
N∑
i=1
∫ tk+1
sk+1
q˙Tsi(s)Giq˙si(s)ds
− hM
N∑
i=1
∫ tk+1
sk
q˙Tsi(s)Giq˙si(s)ds
= −hM
N∑
i=1
∫ sk+1
sk
q˙Tsi(s)Giq˙si(s)ds
≤−
N∑
i=1
[qsi(sk)−qsi(sk+1)]TGi[qsi(sk)−qsi(sk+1)]. (32)
The ηi-related term We which is non-positive was inspired by
[42] to provide non-positive terms of ηi in the derivative of
Ve. The function Ve is thus continuous and differentiable over
[tk, tk+1). The following lemma gives sufficient conditions for
the positivity of Ve and for the fact that it does not grow at
the jumps tk:
Lemma 7. If there exist 0 < Qi ∈ Rn×n, 0 < Ui ∈ Rn×n
and 0 < Gi ∈ Rn×n, i = 1, 2, ..., N that satisfy the LMIs
Ωi =
[− 1N−1Qi+Ui Qi
∗ −Gi+Qi
]
< 0, i = 1, 2..., N, (33)
then Ve(t) of (29) is positive in the sense that
Ve(t) ≥ β(|q˙m|2 + |q˙s|2 + |e|2) (34)
with q˙s , col{q˙s1, ..., q˙sN}, e , col{e1, ..., eN}, ei , qm −
qˇsi, i = 1, ..., N, for some β > 0. Moreover, Ve does not grow
at the jumps along with (25) and (28):
Ve(tk+1)− Ve(t−k+1) ≤ 0. (35)
Proof. It can be seen that (33) implies that for i = 1, ..., N ,
Ui <
1
N − 1Qi ≤ Qi,
thus for all t ∈ [tk, tk+1) we have
N∑
i=1
ηTi (t)Qiηi(t) +We(t) ≥ ηTi∗kQi∗kηi∗k ≥ 0,
which yields (34). Now we show that Ve does not grow at the
jumps. Since V (tk+1) = V (t−k+1) and η(t
−
k+1) = η(tk), by
taking into account (32) we obtain
Ve(tk+1)− Ve(t−k+1)
≤
N∑
i=1
ηTi (tk+1)Qiηi(tk+1)−
N∑
i=1
ηTi (tk)Qiηi(tk)
+
∑
i=1,i6=i∗k
ηi(tk)
TUiηi(tk) + VG(tk+1)− VG(t−k+1)
≤ ηTi∗k(tk+1)Qi∗kηi∗k(tk+1)
+
N∑
i=1,i6=i∗k
[ηTi (tk+1)Qiηi(tk+1)− ηTi (tk)(Qi − Ui)ηi(tk)]
− ηTi∗k(tk)Qi∗kη
T
i∗k
(tk)+ VG(tk+1)− VG(t−k+1).
Note that under TOD protocol
−ηTi∗k(tk)Qi∗kηi∗k(tk) ≤ −
1
N − 1
N∑
i=1,i6=i∗k
ηTi (tk)Qiηik(tk).
Denote ζi(t) = col{ηi(t), qsi(sk)− qsi(sk+1)}. By using (26-
27), we arrive at
Ve(tk+1)− Ve(t−k+1) ≤ −ηTi∗k(tk+1)(Gi∗k −Qi∗k)ηi∗k(tk+1)
−
N∑
i=1,i6=i∗k
ζTi Ωiζi.
This completes the proof.
By applying Lemma 7 and the standard arguments for the
stability analysis, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 8. Consider the hybrid closed-loop system (25) and
(28) under TOD scheduling protocol (22). If there exist n×n
matrices Rm > 0, Rsi > 0, Gi > 0, Qi > 0, Ui > 0 that
satisfy the LMIs (33) and
Σi =
[
Π¯i L
T
i
∗ Ψi
]
< 0, i = 1, 2, ..., N (36)
with
Π¯i = Πi + hMD
T
1 GiD1,
Li = [1, 0, 0, 0]⊗ coli=1,...,N{(Kpi )T , j 6= i},
Ψi = −h−1M diagi=1,...,N{Uj , j 6= i},
D1 = [0n, In, 0n, 0n],
and Πi given in (11) with hS replaced by hM , then the
following claims hold
1) if the SMMS teleoperation system (1-2) is in free
motion, that is, fm(t) = fsi(t) ≡ 0, then all the
signals are bounded and the position coordination er-
rors and velocities asymptotically converge to zero,
that is, limt→∞ qm(t) − qˇsi(t) = limt→∞ q˙m(t) =
limt→∞ q˙si(t) = 0, which implies that qm → q¯s and
qsi → qm + γi as t→∞.
2) if fm ∈ L∞, fsi ∈ L∞, then q˙m(t), q˙si(t) ∈ L∞ for all
t ≥ 0.
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3) if fm ∈ L2, fsi ∈ L2, then all the signals are
bounded and limt→∞ qm(t)− qˇsi(t) = limt→∞ q˙m(t) =
limt→∞ q˙si(t) = 0, which implies that qm → q¯s and
qsi → qm + γi as t→∞.
4) the force tracking is guaranteed as the teleoperation
system is in steady-state, i.e., fm = −f¯s.
Proof. Choose the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional (29). Cal-
culating the derivative of Ve along with the trajectory of system
(25) and (28) for t ∈ [tk, tk+1), k ∈ N, we have
V˙e(t) ≤
3∑
i=1
V˙i(t) +
N∑
i=1
hM q˙
T
si(t)Giq˙si(t)
−
∑
i=1,i6=i∗k
1
tk+1 − tk η
T
i (t)Uiηi(t)
≤
3∑
i=1
V˙i(t) +
N∑
i=1
hM q˙
T
si(t)Giq˙si(t)
−
∑
i=1,i6=i∗k
1
hM
ηTi (t)Uiηi(t)
= 2Nq˙Tm(t)fm(t) +
N∑
i=1
[2q˙Tsi(t)fsi(t)
+χi(t)Πiχi(t) + hM q˙
T
si(t)Giq˙si(t)]∑
i=1,i6=i∗k
[− 1
hM
ηTi (t)Uiηi(t)+2q˙
T
m(t)K
p
i ηi(t)],
where Πi is given in (11) with hS replaced by hM , and χi is
given in (16) with dm(t), dsi(t) replaced by d(t). Define
ξi(t) =col{χi(t), ρi∗k(t)},
=col{q˙m(t), q˙si(t),
∫ t
t−d(t)
q˙m(s)ds,
∫ t
t−d(t)
q˙si(s)ds, ρi∗k(t)},
ρi(t) =coli=1,2,...,N{ηj(t), j 6= i}.
We arrive at
V˙e(t) ≤
N∑
i=1
[2q˙Tsi(t)fsi(t)+ξ
T
i (t)Σiξi(t)]
+ 2Nq˙Tm(t)fm(t), t ∈ [tk, tk+1). (37)
If fm(t) = fsi(t) ≡ 0, then the LMI condition (36) implies
that
V˙e(t)≤
N∑
i=1
ξTi (t)Σiξi(t)≤−
N∑
i=1
µi|ξi(t)|2≤0, t∈[tk, tk+1) (38)
where µi = −λmax(Σi). By (35) and (38), we have
Ve(t) ≤ Ve(tk) ≤ Ve(t−k ) ≤ · · · ≤ Ve(0).
Integrating both sides of (38) from tk to t, t ∈ [tk, tk+1),
Ve(t) ≤ Ve(tk)−
N∑
i=1
µi
∫ t
tk
|ξi(t)|2ds. (39)
The inequality (39) with t = t−k+1 implies that
Ve(tk+1) ≤ Ve(tk)−
N∑
i=1
µi
∫ tk+1
tk
|ξi(s)|2ds
≤ Ve(tk−1)−
N∑
i=1
µi
∫ tk+1
tk−1
|ξi(s)|2ds
...
≤ Ve(0)−
N∑
i=1
µi
∫ tk+1
0
|ξi(s)|2ds. (40)
Replacing in (40) k + 1 by k and using (39), we arrive at
Ve(t) ≤ Ve(0)−
N∑
i=1
µi
∫ t
0
|ξi(s)|2ds), t ∈ [tk, tk+1). (41)
Letting k → ∞ clearly implies that ξi ∈ L2
and Ve(t) ∈ L∞ for all t ≥ 0 and thus
q˙m, q˙si,
∫ t
t−d(t) q˙m(s)ds,
∫ t
t−d(t) q˙si(s)ds, ρi∗k ∈ L2. The
fact (34) shows that qm − qˇsi, q˙m, q˙si ∈ L∞, thus together
with (21), one has that ηi ∈ L∞ ∩ L2. Now by
qm(t)− qˇsi(t− d(t)) = qm(t)− qˇsi(t) +
∫ t
t−d(t)
q˙si(δ)dδ,
t ∈ [tk, tk+1), k ∈ N, (42)
and
qˇsi(t)− qm(t− d(t)) = qˇsi(t)− qm(t) +
∫ t
t−d(t)
q˙m(δ)dδ,
t ∈ [tk, tk+1), k ∈ N, (43)
and the closed-loop dynamics (25) and Properties P1-P4, we
know that q¨m, q¨si ∈ L∞, thus by Barbalat’s Lemma, we have
limt→∞ q˙m(t) = limt→∞ q˙si(t) = 0.
Furthermore, following the same line of reasoning in the
proof of Theorem 5, the closed-loop dynamics (25) implies
that
...
qm,
...
q si ∈ L∞ since q˙m, q¨m, q˙si, q¨si, ηi ∈ L∞ . Thus
limt→∞ q¨m(t) = q¨si(t) = 0 by Barbalat’s Lemma. Now by
(25), it can be established that |qm(t)− qˇsi(t−d(t))|, |qˇsi(t)−
qm(t−d(t))| → 0 as t→ 0, and thus |qm−qˇsi| → 0 as t→∞.
If fm, fsi ∈ L∞, that is, there exist positive constants
∆m,∆si such that |fm(t)| ≤ ∆m, |fsi(t)| ≤ ∆si, then the
derivative of the Lyapunov functional (29) is given by
V˙e(t)≤
N∑
i=1
−µi
2
|ξi(t)|2+ 2
µi
(|fm(t)|2+|fsi(t)|2), t∈ [tk, tk+1) (44)
Integrating both sides of (44) from tk to t, we have
Ve(t) +
N∑
i=1
∫ t
tk
µi
2
|ξi(s)|2ds
≤
N∑
i=1
∫ t
0
2
µi
(|fm(s)|2 + |fsi(s)|2)ds+ Ve(0)
−
N∑
i=1
∫ tk
0
µi
2
|ξi(s)|2ds, (45)
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thus
Ve(t)≤Ve(0)−
N∑
i=1
∫ t
0
(
µi
2
|ξi(s)|2− 2
µi
(|fm(s)|2+|fsi(s)|2))ds,
t ∈ [tk, tk+1).
Thus, together with (34), one has β(|q˙m|2 + |q˙s|2 + |e|2) ≤
Ve(t) ≤ Ve(0) for all ξi(t) > 2µi
√
(∆2m + ∆
2
si), which yields
that q˙m, q˙si, qm − qˇsi ∈ L∞, i = 1, 2, ..., N . By now, Claim 2
is established.
If fm, fsi ∈ L2, then (45) implies that
Ve(t)+
N∑
i=1
∫ t
0
µi
2
|ξi(s)|2ds ≤
N∑
i=1
2
µi
(‖fm‖22+‖fsi‖22)+Ve(0),
thus Ve(t) ∈ L∞, ξi ∈ L2, then q˙m, q˙si, qm − qˇsi, ηi ∈ L∞
and q˙m, q˙si,
∫ t
t−d(t) q˙m(s)ds,
∫ t
t−d(t) q˙si(s)ds, ρi∗k ∈ L2, hence
with (21) one has that ηi ∈ L∞ ∩ L2. Thus by (42-43), we
know that qm − qˇsi(t − dsi(t)), qˇsi − qm(t − dm(t)) ∈ L∞.
By the closed-loop dynamics (25), we have q¨m, q¨si ∈ L∞.
The remainder of the proof for Claim 3 can be obtained by
following the same line of reasoning for Claim 1.
The proof of the last claim is obvious and is thus omitted
here.
IV. SIMULATIONS
In this section, numerical examples and simulation results
are given to verify the effectiveness of the proposed results.
A. Numerical studies
Consider a teleoperation system (1-2) with N = 2 and
N = 3, respectively. To verify the results of Theorem 5
and Theorem 8, the max. allowable MATI is calculated by
fixing the upper bound of communication delays MAD as 0s,
0.2s and 0.5s, respectively. For simplicity, we first analyze the
stability of the closed-loop system with Kpi = K
d
i = 20I, i =
m, s1, s2, ..., sN . The max. allowable values of MATI that
preserve the stability are given in Table I and the resulting max.
hS in Theorem 5 and hM in Theorem 8 are shown in Table II.
From Table I, we find that the resulting max. MATI under RR
protocol is larger than the one under TOD protocol. Besides,
the max. allowable MATI under each scheduling protocol
decreases with the increase of N . We further fix the number
of slaves as N = 3, and analyze the stability of the closed-
loop system with Kp1 = 10I , K
p
2 = 20I , K
p
3 = 30I , and
Kdi = 20I for i = m, s1, s2, s3. The max. allowable values
of MATI that preserve the stability are given in Table III
and the resulting max. hS and hM are shown in Table IV.
From both of Table I and Table III, it is found that the max.
allowable MATI decreases under the scheduling protocols
with the increase of the upper bounds of the communication
delays.
TABLE I: max. allowable MATI for Kpi = 20I , K
d
i = 20I ,
i = m, s1, .., sN
MAD
N = 2 N = 3
0 0.2 0.5 0 0.2 0.5
Theorem 5 0.6666 0.5333 0.3333 0.5 0.4 0.25
Theorem 8 0.4531 0.2431 - 0.2411 0.0411 -
TABLE II: max. time delays for Kpi = 20I , K
d
i = 20I , i =
m, s1, ..., sN
hS/hM
N = 2 N = 3
0 0.2 0.5 0 0.2 0.5
hS in 1.3332 1.2666 1.6666 1.5 1.4 1.25Theorem 5
hM in 0.4531 0.4531 - 0.2411 0.2411 -Theorem 8
TABLE III: max. allowable MATI for Kp1 = 10I , K
p
2 = 20I ,
Kp3 = 30I , K
d
i = 20I , i = m, s1, s2, s3
MAD 0 0.2 0.5
Theorem 5 0.3333 0.2333 0.1
Theorem 8 0.2066 0.0066 -
TABLE IV: max. allowable time delays for Kp1 = 10I , K
p
3 =
20I , Kp3 = 30I , K
d
i = 20I , i = m, s1, s2, s3
hS/hM 0 0.2 0.5
hS in Theorem 5 1 0.8999 0.8
hM in Theorem 8 0.2066 0.2066 -
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Fig. 3: External force F2(t)
.
B. Simulation results
Simulation studies on a SMMS teleoperation system with
one 2-DOF master manipulator and three 2-DOF slave manip-
ulators have been performed. The parameters of the dynamic
models in (1-2) are given as:
Mi(qi) =
[
Mi11(qi) Mi12(qi)
Mi21(qi) Mi22(qi)
]
, Gi(qi) =
[
Gi1(qi)
Gi2(qi)
]
,
Ci(qi, q˙i) =
[
Ci11(qi, q˙i) Ci12(qi, q˙i)
Ci21(qi, q˙i) Ci22(qi, q˙i)
]
,
where Mi11(qi)= l
2
i2
mi2+l
2
i1
(mi1 +mi2)+2li1 li2mi2 cos(qi2),
Mi22(qi) = l
2
i2
mi2 , Mi12(qi) = Mi21(qi) = l
2
i2
mi2 +
li1 li2mi2 cos(qi2), Ci11(qi, q˙i) = −li1 li2mi2 sin(q2i)q˙i2 ,
Ci12(qi, q˙i) = −li1 li2mi2 sin(q2i)(q˙1i + q˙2i),
Ci21(qi, q˙i) = li1 li2mi2 sin(q2i)q˙1i , Ci22(qi, q˙i) = 0,
Gi1(qi) =
1
li2
gl2i2mi2 cos(q1i + q2i)+
1
li1
(l2i2mi2 + l
2
i1
(mi1 +
mi2) − l2i2mi2) cos(q1i), Gi2(qi) = 1li2 gl
2
i2
mi2 cos(q1i + q2i),
with i = {m, s1, s2, s3} representing the master manipulator,
the first, the second and the third slave manipulators,
respectively. The mass of the manipulators are chosen
as mi1 = 1kg, mi2 = 0.5kg, the length of links
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Fig. 4: Scenario 1: joint positions of the master and the slave
manipulators. (a) joint 1, (b) joint 2.
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Fig. 5: Scenario 1: joint position errors between the master
and the slave manipulators. (a) joint 1, (b) joint 2.
for the master and the slave robots are li1 = 0.5m,
li2 = 0.3m. The controller parameters are set as
Kpi = 20I,K
d
i = 20I for i = m, s1, s2, s3 in the
following simulations. The communication delays are set as
Tk = 0.04 + 0.06| sin(sk)|. The sampling interval is chosen
as 1.14s, which is less than the max. allowable MATI
under both RR and TOD scheduling protocols according
to Table I. We further assume that the relative distance
from the formation’s center to each slave manipulator is
γ1 = [0.1,−0.3]T , γ2 = [−0.3, 0.15]T , γ3 = [0.2, 0.15]T ,
respectively. For the considered SMMS teleoperation system
under RR and TOD scheduling protocols, respectively, the
following simulation set-ups are considered:
1) Scenario 1: The teleoperation system is driven by no
external forces. That is, the external forces fm(t) =
fsi(t) ≡ 0. Under this circumstance, the initial condi-
tions for the master and the three slave manipulators
are chosen as qm(t) = [pi4 ,
pi
6 ]
T , qs1(t) = [
pi
8 ,−pi4 ]T ,
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Fig. 6: Scenario 1: joint velocities of the master and the slave
manipulators.(a) joint 1, (b) joint 2.
qs2(t) = [− 14pi, 18pi]T , qs3 = [ 18pi, 18pi]T , and q˙m(t) =
q˙s1(t) = q˙s2(t) = q˙s3(t) = [0, 0]
T , q¨m(t) = q¨s1(t) =
q¨s2(t) = q¨s3(t) = [0, 0]
T .
2) Scenario 2: The master’s end-effector is driven by a
bounded force while the slaves move in free motion.
We assume that a force F1(t) = 25 + 10 sin(t) is
exerted to the master manipulator at the end-effector.
Thus the torque applied by the human operator is
fm = J
T
m[0, 1]
TF1(t), where Jm =
[
Jm11 Jm12
Jm21 Jm22
]
with
Jm11 = −Lm1 sin(qm1) − Lm2 sin(qm1 + qm2) ,
Jm12 = −Lm2 sin(qm1 +qm2), Jm21 = Lm1 cos(qm1)+
Lm2 cos(qm1 + qm2), Jm22 = Lm2 cos(qm1 + qm2).
Clearly, F1(t) ∈ L∞ and thus fm(t) ∈ L∞. For
simplicity, the initial conditions for the master and the
slaves are set as zeros, i.e., qi(t) = q˙i(t) = q¨i = [0, 0]T ,
i = m, s1, s2, s3, repectively.
3) Senario 3: The master’s end-effector is driven by a
rectangle signal F2(t) depicted in Fig. 3, Obviously,
it belongs to L2. In the slave side, there is a stiff
wall at y = 0.3m, and the contact torque is expressed
as fsi(t) = −JTsi[0, 1]T 10000(y − 0.3)Nm. The initial
condition for each manipulator is still assumed to be
zero in this case.
The simulation results for the considered teleoperation
system (1-2) under RR scheduling protocol (6-7) and TOD
scheduling protocol (22), respectively, are depicted in Fig. 4
– Fig. 12, and it is observed that the closed-loop system is
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stable under the scheduling protocols in all the simulation
circumstances.
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Fig. 7: Scenario 2: joint position errors between the master
and the slave manipulators. (a) joint 1, (b) joint 2.
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Fig. 8: Scenario 3: joint positions of the master and the slave
manipulators. (a) joint 1, (b) joint 2.
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Fig. 9: Scenario 3: joint position errors between the master
and the slave manipulators. (a) joint 1, (b) joint 2.
We now analyze the simulation results of the teleopera-
tion system in different simulation scenarios. Firstly, when
the considered teleoperation system is in free motion, i.e.,
simulation scenario 1, the simulation results are given in Fig. 4
– Fig. 6. From Fig. 4, we know that the formation’s center of
the slaves follows the master’s position at around 2s (the last
row of Fig. 4) under the scheduling protocols. The tracking
performance of each pair of qm and qˇsi is also provided
in Fig. 4. It is noted that in Fig. 4, the positions of the
manipulators under TOD scheduling protocol are higher than
the ones under RR scheduling protocol. Fig. 5 depicts the
curves of position errors, and it is shown that the position
errors under TOD scheduling protocol converge faster to the
origin in this scenario. From Fig. 6, we observe that the
velocities of each manipulator converge to the origin very fast
(after about 3s).
Secondly, the considered teleoperation system moves in
Scenario 2. Due to the space limitation, we only provide
Fig. 7 which shows the position errors of both links in this
scenario. It is observed that the position errors between the
master and the slaves are different when different scheduling
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Fig. 10: Scenario 3: joint velocities of the master and the slave
manipulators. (a) joint 1, (b) joint 2.
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Fig. 11: Scenario 3: end-effector positions of master and slave
manipulators. (a) x-axis, (b) y-axis.
protocols are employed, however, compared with the results
in Fig. 4 - Fig. 5, it is not easy to conclude which one is better
than the other in this simulation scenario. This is because
that, compared with the impact of the scheduling protocols on
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Fig. 12: Scenario 3: external forces for master and slave
manipulators. (a) joint 1, (b) joint 2.
the closed-loop system, the external forces have a far greater
impact on the teleoperation system. This is also applicable for
the simulation in Scenario 3, for which both the human force
and environmental forces are considered.
Finally, the simulation results can be found in Fig. 8 –
Fig. 10 when the master is driven by a rectangle signal and
all the slaves contact or at least one slave is in contact with
a rigid wall. It is found that from Fig. 8, the position of the
master and the formation center of the slaves converge to each
other after around the time t = 12s. From Fig. 10, it can be
seen that the joint velocities converge to the origin around the
time t = 12s as well. During 4.5s to 9s, the manipulators
stay stationary as the external interactions with the human
operator and with the environments keep the same and the
velocities are zero during this time interval. Note that when
the human force disappears, i.e., t ≥ 8s, the joint positions
under RR scheduling protocol are higher than the ones under
TOD scheduling protocol, which are different from the system
responses in Scenario 1. This is because the contact forces for
the slaves still exist after the human force disappears (see Fig.
11(b)), especially, the third slave is always in contact with the
wall during this simulation. Hence the teleoperation system
is not in free motion when t ≥ 8s. This also confirms that
the external forces have a greater impact on the teleoperation
system compared with the influence of scheduling protocols.
The position tracking performance of the end-effectors and the
force tracking performance under the scheduling protocols,
which are depicted in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, respectively, are
also provided. From Fig. 11(b), we find that the motion of the
slaves’ end-effectors follow the master end-effectors’ with a
bias (regarding to γi) at the beginning (around t < 2.5s) until
one of the slaves reaches contact with the wall at ysi = 0.3,
then the slave(s) can not move further. The master also stays
stationary after a short delay. This implies that the slaves’
motions are fed back to the master through the scheduling
communication network. When the slaves reach contact with
the stiff wall, there is an almost static position error between
the master and the slaves’ formation center, this error implies
the magnitude of input forces fs1, fs2, fs3. Fig. 12 depicts
the curves of input forces, which show that the magnitude of
human force fm is almost the same as the mean value of all
the environmental forces fs1, fs2, fs3.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, bilateral teleoperation of multiple slaves under
scheduling communication has been investigated. RR schedul-
ing and TOD scheduling protocols have been respectively
utilized to transmit the information of multiple slaves, and only
the newly-updated information of one slave can be transmitted
through the communication network to the master side. The
time-varying transmission time delays have been considered.
With the proposed hybrid P+d controller under scheduling
communication, the stability criteria in terms of LMIs, which
give the sufficient conditions related to the controller gains,
the upper bound of time delays, and the maximum allowable
sampling interval, have been provided by properly constructing
new kinds of Lyapunov-Krasovskii functionals. The upper
bound of the sampling interval and time delays can be derived
to ensure the master-slave synchronization for teleoperation.
Finally, numerical studies have been given and an example of
teleoperation system with one master and three slaves has been
provided for simulation illustration. Future works will include
the extension to MMMS teleoperation systems interacting with
complex environments or completing complex tasks such as
grabbing an object, under hybrid scheduling protocols, packet
dropouts and asymmetric time delays.
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